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1. Introduction
This report is based on the results of the questionnaire applied in the research
regarding the required Portuguese language skills of companies doing business with
Portuguese speaking countries. This questionnaire was applied in a total of 114
companies from Spain, Germany and Portugal.
Regarding Portugal, even if it is a native Portuguese speaking country, we contacted
foreign companies operating in Portugal
This report presents the results from the 3 countries where the questionnaire was
applied and then the results of the three countries as a whole:
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2. Results from Spain
Description of the sample and procedure for carrying out the survey.
The field work was carried out through telephone contact and then the questionnaires
were completed by the companies themselves.
The sample represents 51 companies, which employ 3.381 workers in total.
The average size of the companies is of 66.3 workers, 18% being micro companies (10
or less workers).
Related to the sector of activity, 53% of the companies in the sample belong to the
secondary sector (industry), 33% to the tertiary sector (services) and 14% to the
primary sector (production).

Relation with Portuguese speaking countries.
Regarding Portuguese speaking countries,
co
Portugal (with
with 90% of the cases)
cases is where
the great majority of the companies have a commercial relation,
relation, but 61% of the
companies also had commercial relation with Brazil in the last year. Furthermore, 14%
of the companies declare some commercial relation with Angola and the rest of the
countries appear in a very minor way.
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If we consider the commercial visits, 49% of the companies carried out some type of
commercial visit to Portuguese speaking countries in the last 3 years and 16% of the
companies even have some commercial activities or delegation in Portuguese speaking
countries.

Frequency of the contact

37% of the companies have contact with these countries various times each month, 35
% various times in a trimester and 28% less than once a trimester.

Regarding having a branch, 10 % of the companies have branches in Portugal
Portu and 6% in
Brazil.
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Knowledge of the Portuguese/Brazilian language
Among the staff of the companies, in
i the production
uction department alone, 4% of
employees have an average level in Portuguese-Brazilian language, which in the
commercial department, 44% of employees have an average or high level of
Portuguese.

The importance of the language and culture knowledge

Approximately 30% of the companies considered
consider
that it is either very or quite
important that their commercial department have knowledge of Portuguese, in 24% of
the cases for the administration department and 6% for the production department.
We can seee that commercial and administration staff are more committed to learn
Portuguese language than production staff.
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The figures are slightly lower in the case of the knowledge of Portuguese/ Brazilian
culture compared to know about the culture. This may be due to Spanish citizens being
familiar with the culture.

Received Portuguese/Brazilian language or culture courses
Of the companies consulted in the survey,
survey none organized courses
ourses of language or
culture
for
the
employees
in
the
production
department.
In very few cases, courses were organized for commercial or administration
departments.
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Areas where skills are demanded

The skills that most interested
interest the companies regarding the Portuguese language are
detailed in the graph below.

More than 55% of the companies demanded:: “Presentation and greeting
formulations", "to write mails, letters, simple messages or reports," and “answering
the telephone". We can see then a mix of speaking and writing skills, which are mostly
included in the first level of the Common European Framework of Reference for
Language. This confirms the need for the results of this project as initially foreseen.
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Aspects in which
ch staff need training

A quarter of the companies demanded training for the commercial
mercial department and
regarding the content of the training it covers understanding, oral and written
expression.
The demand for training in the administrative department is less, and they demand
more writing and reading competences.
The demand is much lower in the production department.

Demanded level of training
Among the companies, in which there is a demand for a Portuguese-Brazilian
Brazilian training,
the level required is not the same, it depends on the department, as shown in the
chart below.
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In Commercial and Administration, the biggest demand is for intermediate and advance,
being very low for beginner level. In Administration and Production there is a bigger
demand for beginner and then intermediate.

Methods and materials

The training methods
hods preferred by the companies for their employees are individual
classes or mix online and face-to-face
face
presentations. However, the multimedia
material for the computer is the most demanded material (50%), followed by e-books.
e
The digital and
nd audio files are also
lso an interesting method for teaching in many
companies.
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Demanded level of training

In the selected companies, employees
em
refuse to spend more than
n 5 hours per week to
learn Portuguese; in half of the cases, 1 hour per week was considered the best option.
In almost half of the cases,
cases companies required that the learning time should be
outside the working hours and the ideal duration of the course should be from 3 to 6
months.
Conclusions: Language skills
The main conclusion for Spain are the following:
1)

Only in the commercial department of the companies that have a commercial
relation with Portuguese
Portu
speaking countries we observe a level of Portuguese
language awareness
ness of 44%,
44% due to it being valued as very important.

2)

The companies have given a low importance level regarding the importance of
employees knowing Portuguese
Portug
language for the production department, but
for the commercial department it is very important and for the Administration
Administrat
department the importance is between the two.

3)

Less than 5% of the companies give Portuguese language training to their
employees. It means that they recognize the need but do not do anything to
meet it.

4)

Companies that have a business relation with Portuguese speaking countries
demand Portuguese
guese language training in the following cases:
•
•
•

In 10% of the cases for the production department.
In 18% of the cases for administrative
admin
department.
In 25% of the cases for the commercial department.

5)

Among the most interesting content, demanded by more than 55% of
companiess are: “presentations and correct greetings
greetings formulations", "writing
mails, letters, messages or simple reports," and "answering the phone".

6)

The assessed classroom training is more highly valued compared to the on-line
on
one, but the multimedia materials are also very positively valued. However, as
companies do not implement training groups, probably in many cases the
student will finally follow online courses. For the aim of this project it is
important
rtant to bear in mind the probably important demand for multimedia
material from schools and other organizations giving in-the-classroom
in
classroom lessons
and using multimedia materials.
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3. Results from Germany
Description of the sample and procedure for carrying out the survey.
The field work was carried out through telephone contact and later these
th
questionnaires completed by the companies themselves.
Thee questionnaire was applied in 19 German, 13 Austrian and 2 Belgium companies.
The questionnaire questions refer to all the activities of the company and its staff,
under the different forms of recruitment. It includes the mercantile contracts with
autonomous professionals that work in a continuous and exclusive form with the
interviewed company. This includes locations
locations in Germany, Austria and Belgium and
therefore only refers to workers based in the above countries.
The sample represents
nts 34 companies, which employ 1,162
162 workers in the total. The
average size of the companies is of 34.1 workers, 29% being micro (10 or less workers)
and 71% medium
dium companies (11 to 250 workers).
Related to the sector of activity, 73% of the companies belong to the Industrial sector,
12% to the services and 15% to the production sector.

Relation with Portuguese speaking countries.
Regarding Portuguese speaking countries, Brazil and Portugal are the countries
countr with
Portuguese speaking languages where the great majority (in
in 85% of the cases)
cases of the
companies have a commercial relation. The companies also have business relations
relat
in
Africa: 38% in Angola, 32% in Mozambique and 12% in Cape Verde. Lastly is Macau
with 6%. We can see, then, as Brasil and Portugal have a similar importance, in spite of
Portugal being a member of EU and Brazil not.
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If we consider the commercial visits, the companies have made a commercial visit to
the Portuguese speaking countries, 83% in Portugal,
gal, where 3% of the companies have
ha
a branch. The most frequent visit is 53% with at least one visit per quarter and only 6%
of the companies visit several times per month.

Knowledge of the Portuguese/Brazilian Language
Among the staff of the companies, in the Production
Production department more than half don’t
know any Portuguese,
guese, while 3% have
ha a high level of Portuguese
guese knowledge. The
situation looks a bit similar in the Sales department, where 65% of the employees
don’t know any Portuguese
guese but 9% has a high level of knowledge.
In the Management department the situation looks a bit better, where 50%
50 of the
employees have a low understanding
unde
of the Portuguese language and 12% a high level.
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The importance of the language and culture knowledge
In the Commercial department, 97%
97% of the companies consider that Portuguese
language is either very or quite important, while in the administration the figure is 69%
and in manufacturing only 16%. It means, again, a bigger potential demand for
Portuguese language skills and competences from the commercial department staff of
the companies.
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The figures are very similar when speaking of the Portuguese/Brazilian
guese/Brazilian culture.
culture
Actually most of the responders gave the same value to both, language and culture.

Received Portuguese/Brazilian language or culture courses
The companies consulted in the survey organized courses of language or
Portuguese/Brazilian
guese/Brazilian culture for all departments.
departmen 62% of the companies organized
language courses for the commercial staff, 50% for the administration and only 17%
for the production department.
partment. For cultural courses only 32% of the companies
provided courses for the commercial department, while the production and
administration have only 6% and almost 9% respectively. Firstly, looks like companies
give more importance to learn the language than the culture, but it can be that they
consider that they know already the culture and they need more to learn about the
language.
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Areas where skills are demanded
The skills that most interest the companies regarding
regard
the Portuguese
guese language are
detailed in the graph bellow.
bellow
More than 60% of companies demand competences related to greeting, travel, write
texts, and use the telephone. They involve, then, not only oral communication
communica
skills,
but also written skills for ordinary communication.

Aspects in which staff need to have training
Mostly all the companies demanded training for the commercial department.
department Next for
the Administration department, and finally for the Production department. The type of
skills demanded is quite different according to department. In the commercial
department the demand is bigger for the speaking skills and in the Administration
department for reading-written
written skills. In production the biggest
biggest demand is for listening
skills.
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Demanded level of training
The level demanded for Portuguese language training depends
depends on the department, as
shown in the chart below. The biggest level demanded is beginner in all departments,
but in the Commercial and Administration department there is a important demand
for higher levels, particularly in the Commercial department.

Most demanded methods
The training methods preferred by the companies in Germany are online training,
training with
97%, followed by Academy with 68%.
68 . Both proposed mix training methods, online plus
face-to-face,
face, and only plus video call conversations, have a high rating (47%).
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Demanded duration of training

The most preferred training timing by the employees
oyees is 3 hours per week (55%) and
only 19% are willing to spend 5 hours per week. At the same time most preferred
duration of the
he course are 36
3 months, 6 to 12 months and more than 1 year. It means
that in most cases they interested in long term periods training.
62% of the employees are willing to take the courses partly during and partly outside
the working day, while only 3% will take courses during the working day.

CONCLUSIONS:: LANGUAGE SKILLS
The main conclusions from
rom Germany are the following:
1)
2)
3)
4)

5)

6)

Most of the companies consider that it’s either quite or very important for their
commercial department to know Portuguese.
The
he companies organized language courses mainly for the commercial and
administrative staff,, and only 17% for the production departments.
The companies claim that the most important skills are those related to
greeting, travel, write texts and use the telephone.
More than 65% of the companies organize training courses for beginner level,
level
but in the commercial department there is also a demand for intermediate and
high level.
Most of companies consider that the most effective training method is “online
training” and in second place a mix of online with
wit face-to
to-face or video
conferences.
More than 55% of the employees said that they’d prefer to have 3 hours per
week training, and that courses partly during and partly outside the working
day.
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4. Results from Portugal
Description of the sample and procedure for carrying out the survey.
This work began with a construction of a database with a universe of 164 companies
co
from Switzerland, Italy, Germany, France, Spain, Israel, and United States.
States The sample
represents 29 companies, Chambers of Commerce of several countries and online
research. All of them are foreign companies with offices in Portugal.
Related to the sector of activity, 50% of the companies in the sample are in the tertiary
sector (services), 42% in the secondary sector (industry)
(indus
and 7.69%
69% in the primary
sector (production).

Relation with Portuguese speaking countries
Brazil and PALOP countries are the countries where the companies have a commercial
relationship. Brazil and Angola are the most important ones.
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These companies in the biggest percentage have “clients,
clients, suppliers and partners”
partners in
these countries. 18 % of them have only clients and also 18% have only suppliers.
suppliers

Frequency of contacts
Regarding the frequency of the contacts, in most cases these contacts are at least once
a month.
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From the table below, we can see clearly that most of companies have branches in
Brazil, and there is a relevant number of companies that also have branches in other
Portuguese speaking countries.

We can see that 45,5 % of companies made commercial visits to Brazilil in the last year.
Angola is second, with 27%,
27%, which is an important percentage. This is very important
for our project, because it confirms the need of these companies of having staff duly
prepared to travel and negotiate in these countries.
countrie
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Knowledge of the Portuguese language
In all departments the level of knowledge of Portuguese
guese is high or medium. Besides
the local staff, which of course speak Portuguese, the foreign employees living in
Portugal also have a medium or high level of Portuguese language skills.

Areas where skills are demanded
The skills that most interested
interest the companies regarding the Portuguese language are
detailed in the graph bellow.
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50 % of the companies consider “using the telephone” the most important skill. The
management/administration department is the one that considers
consider all the skills very
important and next the Commercial department, with a slightly small percentage. Less
than 10%
0% of the production department considers language skills important.

Methods and materials

50% of the companies chose online training and 30% mix online and face-to-face.
face
We
can see as individual lessons have lost a lot of importance in the current reality. Also,
50 % of the companies consider multimedia materials the most useful. It confirms the
need of developping multimedia materials for the online education for Portuguese
language.

Training timing
Most of those sampled consider that 3 hours per week and 3 to 6 months is the most
suitable time to be devoted to study Portuguese language and culture. Regarding the
use of working hours or outside of the working schedule, the opinions differ. 40%
considerr use of both, working and free hours, 30% consider that it should be use the
working hours and 30% to learn outside the working day.
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Conclusions: Language skills
The main conclusions for Portugal are the following:
1)

Brazil is the country where the companies have more commercial relationships.
relationship
Next Angola, which looks to play an important role in their international
relations. Most cases, the companies visit their counterpart in these countries
(customer/supplier/partner) at least once a month.

2)

Communication skills are those mostly demanded.

3)

The management/administration departments are the ones that consider all
the language skills important.

4)

Online training
ing is the most required method for learning and the supporting
materials must be mostly multimedia.
mu

5)

The time devoted to study must be 3 hours and the courses must last 3-6
3
months and using half working hours and half their personal hours.
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5. General results and common conclusions
1)

Sample

Sample varies in the 3 different countries, being represented in Spain mainly by
industrial companies (secondary), in Germany by Industrial companies and in Portugal
people from tertiary sector.

2)

Relations with Portuguese speaking countries

Spain and
d Germany have relations with Portuguese speaking countries - Portugal,
Brazilil and Angola. Spain identifies 95 % and Germany 85% stakeholders from these
countries. These
hese countries are the same where the companies have branches and the
ones where the most commercial visits occurred in the last year.. It means that the
course developed under EMPORT project must give more importance to Brazil and
Angola. However, the other Portuguese speaking countries are also important.

3)

Type of organizations
o With this questionnaire we have identified that most of the companies
deal with all type of stakeholders,
stakeholders mainly clients, suppliers and partners.

4)

Frequency of contact

In Spain and Portugal the companies contact with these countries mainly one or more
time per month. However, in Germany the contacts are less than once per quarter.
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Spain

Germany

Portugal

Less than once a
trimestre

5)

Current knowledge
nowledge of Portuguese language

The level of Portuguese language skills is higher in Spain than in Germany, and it is
particularly high in the Commercial department. Next is the Administration
department. In production department is particularly low, for 96% is none or low.

Spain
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Germany

6)

Learning
earning Portuguese language and/or Portuguese Brazilian culture

ing and understanding Portuguese is considered important in
For all the countries speaking
general, but it is particularly important for the Commercial department,
department and next for
the Administration department.
Most of the companies organized language courses for the commercial and
administration departments
department and only a few companies for the production department.
The number of courses organized in Spain is very low, but in Germany the companies
are already attending the highlighted needs of the companies for learning Portuguese
language.

Germany

Spain
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The skills that most demand the staff of the companies are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

How to greet and present oneself
Writing emails, letters, messages, notes
Using the telephone
Deal with problems
Make short presentations
Related to travel: make a hotel reservation, etc
Negotiate
Describing products/equipment

The demand for speaking, reading, writing and listening skills depend on the particular
department and slightly vary from country to country. In general include both skills for
oral communication and skills for written communication.

The demand for the different levels of language depends on the department and on
the country, being in general for highest levels in the commercial department and for
lower levels in the production department. However, the required level varies a lot
from Spain to Germany.
ny. In Spain they demand higher levels and in Germany lower. We
consider that it is due to the ease of studying Portuguese language for Spanish people
compared to Germany. It is important to highlight here that a relevant part of the
Spanish sample come from
om Galicia, where the facility to learn Portuguese language is
even lower than from other areas in Spain, due to its similarity to their own regional
language, Galician language.

Spain
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Germany

7)

Methods and materials for the learning of Portuguese language.

Related to the methods
ethods of learning,
learning, the order of preference is as follows:
follows
•
•
•
•

Online training
Mix: online and face-to-face
face
or online and videoconference.
Academy
Individual lessons
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Regarding the materials requested, mostly they demand the multimedia materials.
The research, finally, confirm the need for multimedia materials for being used mainly
in the online learning and for low and intermediate level of language. In the countries
where the local language has a Latin origin the demand will be more focus in
intermediate level and in the other European countries will be probably, as in
Germany, for the low levels.
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